
This PP goes with readings in Leigh and Bown.

Alchemy and early chemistry.

Salt, sulfur, mercury

sulfur: mercury ratio, if just right, would be gold.

Aristotelian matter theory is open to alchemy.

nitre as salt peter… is this the same salt?  



Rudolf II as Vertumnus,
Roman God of the seasons,
by Giuseppe Arcimboldo

(1590-1)

He promoted all sorts of
alchemical experimentation as
well as Kepler, the astronomer

who came up with the three
planetary laws.



Mercury is dense.





Soybean roots showing rhizobia nodules.



According to Leigh…
Generally limiting factors to soil production.
1st -Water
2nd -Fixed Nitrogen supply





Ancient Recycling



How to make black powder… [The following quotations are from The
Foxfire Book, Vol. 5, 1979]

"By weight measure, black powder is made of seventy-five parts
saltpeter finely ground, fifteen parts charcoal, and ten parts sulfur. All
ingredients must be fine ground separately. This can be accomplished
with either a mortar and pestle, or with a hand-cranked flour mill. Never
mix all three ingredients before grinding unless you want to turn your
mill into a deadly grenade, or your mortar into a cannon that can blow
off your fingers or even your hand.”

Charcoal - the body - nutritive spirit?

Sulfur or brimstone - life - vital spirit?

Saltpeter or nitre - soul - animal spirit?



Standard camp fire burning.  Open-air fire.

Ash is the non-burnable minerals in the tree's cells, like calcium,
potassium, nitrogen[?] and magnesium.



Pre-burnt wood: Charcoal is created by heating
wood to high temperatures in the absence of
oxygen. Take wood and put it in a sealed
chamber and heat it to about 1,000 degrees F (538
C). [see next slide for qualification.] This process
drives off (smoke) all of the volatile organic
compounds and oxygen in the wood and leaves
behind the carbon and the minerals (ash). When
you light charcoal, what is burning is the carbon .
It combines with oxygen [very rapidly, hence the
need for bellows] to produce carbon dioxide, and
what is left at the end of the fire is the ash -- the
minerals. This gets you a much hotter fire and it
sucks up a lot of atmospheric oxygen.  Burning is
is some sense, oxidization.



C21H32O14  -This is wood in a very general sense.  There are other things
in wood like magnesium and potassium, but this is the basic stuff.

This is charcoal: C7H4O.  Notice that it is mostly carbon by weight.

C21H32O14   add heat to get  C7H4O + 9 CO + 5 CH4 + 4H2O
   wood      charcoal + carbon monoxide + methane + water.

Modern BBQ charcoal is made at temperatures that are too high [ca. 750º
F] for good black powder, which does best at ca. 550º F. Charcoal
produced at lower temperatures oxidizes much better and faster.

Charcoal is constantly oxidizing even if it is not on fire.  It can actually
self-ignite if not properly stored.  It just loves to suck in oxygen.

Charcoal quality is probably the most significant issue in making good
black powder.



The same thing can be done to coal:

Pre-burnt coal: Coke. Coke is coal that has been heated in the absence
of oxygen to drive off the organics. The smoke that this process produces
is actually very valuable -- it contains coal tar, coal gas, alcohols,
formaldehyde and ammonia, among other things. And all of these
compounds can be distilled out of the smoke for use. Methanol (a form
of alcohol) referred to as  wood alcohol  used to be produced by
distilling it out of wood smoke.  This was a significant fuel in the
industrial age of the 19th century.  Steel production on a large scale
needed the development of coke.  There simply were not enough trees to
make charcoal for a steel industry.



Sulfur: "It can also be found in pure
deposits around volcanoes, … where
molten lava issued from the earth, the
sulfur condensed around the rims of
the volcanoes was called brimstone.”
Sicily is full of sulfur.  Why?



Snake-like mound on hillside made of impure sulfur and covered
with dirt… lit on fire…yellow sulfur “rivultes” ran out of mound and
was caught in vats.  Lots of nasty, very acidic, sulfur dioxide smog.



The crude sulfur sludge collected in
the vats was then purified by
condensing it (distillation).



Left: This illustration shows a
hearth covered with an iron plate.
Agricola explains to us, that
usually two pots were set atop this
hearth (A) with spouts, filled with
pyrite (FeS2) and closed by an
iron cover. The pots’ spouts ended
in another pot that served as
cooler (B). Also this cooler was
closed by an iron cover (C). The
lid of this cover, as well as the
covers of the pots with spouts,
was sealed by clay. Also the holes
in pot B that served as air cooler
were sealed with clay to prevent
the escape of sulfur fumes. In the
cooler-pot, the sulfur vapor
condensed to liquid sulfur and
trickled into a vat beneath. The
liquid sulfur was then scooped
from the vat into moulds to form
bricks or rods. The wood print
shows a miner casting sulfur
bricks. In the lower right corner,
we see a mould for casting sulfur
rods. Obviously, the mould is
fitted with a hinge for easy closing
and opening.



Another common method
for sulfur smelting is
shown in this illustration.
Along a wall there is a
bench. As a bench-top, we
find massive square iron
plates (D) with a hole in
each. On this bench,
centred with the holes in
the plates, pots with many
holes in bottoms (E) were
placed . Then a fire was
placed around these pots
containing sulfur-ore or
earth containing
elementary sulfur. The
molten sulfur then dropped
through the holes in the
bottom of the melting-pots
and ran down into the
collector, filled with water.

lrich Bretscher's Black Powder Page
[He’s a Swiss chemical engineer

who likes black powder.]



Guess what sulfur does for gunpowder.
Look who lives above it.  Think about the electron distribution.



Similar to salt peter was…
Soap: Making Lye: potassium hydroxide, so
that you can soften your hard corn and make
masa for tortillas… similar to making
saltpeter.
-Find a container and poke a bunch of holes in
the bottom.  Line the bottom with some rocks
and then some straw or similar material to act
as a filter.  Then fill the container with
hardwood ash… oak, maple, walnut… etc.
-Pour in soft (rain or non-acidic) water and let
it seep through this giant coffee filter filled
with ash.  Repeat and add ash if the solution is
too weak.

-Boil this filtered liquid and condense it until
an egg floats on it.  (Density test, of which
there are several.)

 

 



Saltpeter: potassium nitrate, KNO3, Niter or Nitre
Other compounds with similar characteristics also referred to as

saltpeter are sodium nitrate and ammonium nitrate

"Saltpeter, the chemical that produces the oxygen for the other ingredients when lit off,
can he made by putting urine and manure of any kind in a big cement tank mixed with
water until you have about three hundred gallons mixed up. Then you put on a tight lid
and let it sit for about ten months. [Let it ferment] You have to have a drain pipe and
valve at the bottom, and a stainless steel filter screen installed beforehand or you'll have
one big mess on your hands. [or use rocks and sand and other natural filter materials]
At the end of that time, you run the liquid that drains off through ashes into shallow
wooden trays lined with plastic sheeting and let them stand for evaporation in the sun.
When the water evaporates, potassium nitrate crystals (saltpeter) will form in the
bottom of the trays.”



On mining and
smelting by Agricola
(1556) shows a
saltpeter workshop.

A. Pan for the
reduction of the
saltpeter brine

 B. Leeching of the
saltpeter soil

 C. Plug

D. Collector for the
eluate

E.  Crystallization
vat with copper
sticks



Saltpeter plant:
Long rows of beds with porous
walls(C), filled with a mixture
of vegetable wastes, blood and
dung as nitrogen source plus
lime or ash to promote
nitrification.
Lime controls an optimum pH-
value of 7.2 to 7.8. The porous
walls of the beds allow an easy
access of oxygen.
In building (B) the contents of
the ripe salpeter-beds were
leached and saltpeter
kristallised.
(A) A vat, collecting rainwater
from the roof.



Night soil is human fecal matter and urine.  Animal
waste also used extensively.  The clay bed acted as
a sealer so that the leeched out salt peter would not
just disappear into the ground.  It was collected as a
crust that would form on the beds and inbetween
the rows of rotting muck.  Further processing was
required.



1 part Charcoal - the body - nutritive spirit?

1 part Sulfur or brimstone - life - vital spirit?

6 parts Saltpeter or nitre - soul - animal spirit?

Grind them up and mix the three together, (in
that order) and …





V is based on Guy Fawkes the Roman Catholic “terrorist” who was
executed in 1606 for attempting to blow up the English Parlament and

kill James I and his family and supporters.  James was rather
intollerant of Catholics.  Fawkes and his crew got 36 100lb barrels of

gun powder into a storeroom under Parliament.









“The still live bodies of the conspirators were dragged by horses around
the clearing … before being castrated, eviserated, and beheaded.”  Then
their bodies were drawn and quartered.

Guy Fawkes day is still celebrated in England commerating the day of
his capture on Nov. 5, 1605.  Lots of fireworks and the like.



The first reference to gunpowder is probably a passage in the Zhenyuan miaodao yaolüe, a Taoist text
tentatively dated to the mid-800s:

 Some have heated together sulfur, realgar and saltpeter with honey; smoke and flames result, so that their
hands and faces have been burnt, and even the whole house where they were working burned down.

The Chinese wasted little time in applying gunpowder to warfare, and they produced a variety of gunpowder
weapons, including flamethrowers, rockets, bombs, and mines, before inventing firearms. There was once a
great deal of confusion and controversy surrounding the invention of firearms, but it is now generally
accepted that firearms originated in China.

In Bacon's Epistola, "De Secretis Operibus Artis et Naturae et de Nullitate Magiae," [On the
secret operations of Science and Nature and on the non-existance of Magic.] dated variously
between 1248 and 1257,  he states:

We can, with saltpeter and other substances, compose artificially a fire that can be launched over
long distances... By only using a very small quantity of this material much light can be created
accompanied by a horrible fracas. It is possible with it to destroy a town or an army ... In order to
produce this artificial lightning and thunder it is necessary to take saltpeter, sulfur, and Luru Vopo
Vir Can Utriet.

(The last section in itallics has not been figured out but it probalby refers to some sort of charcoal
or a proportion for the recipe.  In another reference he specifically mentions charcoal of
hazelwood.).  [I think Bown is referring to this when he claims that Bacon was being secrative.]



By 14th c. black powder was generally known and weapons were
being developed.

Problems with black powder:

-1- sensitive to humidity
-2-ingredients tended to separate when jiggled.
-3-it could be packed too tightly and not go off or go off poorly
-4-very messy and clogged weapons after several uses
-5-huge quantities of smoke, visibility obstructed by this

a major development was corned powder: ground with alcohol/water
solution and dried into cakes and then crumbled.
Helped with 1, 2, and 3.



This is probably what Bown refers to
on p. 22. “ This is amongst a group of
statues in the Buddhist cave-temples in
the Lung Kang complex of Sichuan
Province, is what is possibly the world's
earliest depiction of a handgun. The
unmistakable bulbous shape in the
hands of a demon, with a round ball the
approximate size of the bore riding a
ray of flame and shooting out the open
flared barrel, could certainly lend itself
to the conclusion that the sculptor was
depicting a handgun, especially since
the demon was set amongst other
demons holding a wide variety of other
weapon types. The actual date of the
statues are unknown, perhaps dating at
the latest to the late Song period of the
mid 13th century A.D., and at the
earliest to the Northern Song of the late
10th century A.D. A neighbouring
inscription recorded the name Wang Zi-
e whom we know lived ca. A.D. 1186.
However, the period from the Northern
Song to A.D. 1186 was much too early
for a true handgun to have existed,
although firelances were already well in
use at the time.”

Or it’s a bellows carried by a wind god.



According to Ulrich Bretscher's Black Powder Page
http://www.musketeer.ch/blackpowder/history.html
The oldest known picture of a gun was published in a manuscript by Walter de Millete, titled "De
Officilis Regnum" (The Duties of a King), stored in an Oxford library. Millete dedicated this
educational book to young King Edward III. The following picture shows a vase shaped cannon,
about to fire an arrow projectile. Note, it is ignited by a slow match, fastened to the end of a cane.

[Whether it is the oldest picture doesn’t really matter.]



Probably from
ca. 1400.
China.
It fit on the end
of a wooden
shaft.

bell casting highly
developed in Germany, thus
cannons were an good fit.



The Arquebus

Muzzle velocity of about 1,000 feet per second which
will, at 50 yards, penetrate about 3mm of steel plate.

Advantages:
Very powerful
Required much less skill and strength than

bow weapons- training minimal
Could carry more ammo than bow

weapons
Black powder and shot not difficult to

produce compared to arrows which are
made by skilled craftsmen.

Psychology of noise and smoke could be
useful

Easier to use in close quarters
Very powerful

Disadvantages:
Not as accurate as a trained archer
Shot not reusable
Limited useful range (less than 100m)
Smoke and noise not very sneeky and could obstructe vision
Gunpowder unrelaible in wet or even humid weather
Gun powder ingredients and lead not easily found on the fly.
Required a fire to light the “fuse”
Gunner carried around a lot of black powder on his body.

BOOM!
Barrel would overheat if used too quickly.
Noise made shouted commands hard to hear and gunner deaf
Couldn’t effectively fire over walls or oncoming forces like

archers could.  Shot not deadly if range is exceded, whereas
an arrow is deadly from any range.

Expensive to manufacture.



Up to 200lb draw used in war bows.  I doubt that any of us could even come close to drawing a
bow of this tension.  Read your Homer.

Usually about as long as the archer was tall or taller.
Approaching 300 fps initial velocity.
Arrow weight about 2.5 oz.  [Arquebus ball ca. 1 oz.]
Accurate to 150 to 200 meters.  [Arquebus deadly range only about 100 meters but accurate only

to 50m.*  –This data is tenative and only for a ballpark assessment.]
Could penetrate armor of up to 1.5mm.

You figure the maximum momentum of such an arrow would be:
P=mv = 2.5oz * 300 fps = 750 ozfps

[another source listed a battle arrow as 3 oz.    thus 900oz.fps]
The portable one-man arquebus’ momentum would be:  1 oz * 1000 fps = 1000 ozfps
Larger arquebuses with 2 oz shot could possibly have 2000 oz.fps

A dead archer was a huge wasted investiment, whereas a dead arquebusier could be easily
replaced with another expendable arquebusier and the expensive arquebus reused.

*Warriors of Medieval Japan. By Stephen Turnbull, Angus McBride, Wayne Reynolds. Illustrated by Angus McBride, Wayne Reynolds.
Published by Osprey Publishing, 2005




